
 

Yuva is a 2003 Indian Hindi language drama film directed by Vidhu Vinod Chopra. The film stars Ajay Devgn, Akshaye Khanna, Kareena Kapoor and Bhumika Chawla in lead roles. It was screened as part of the 2003 Telluride Film Festival. After the divorce of his parents, the young son of a rich person Chotu (Ajay Devgn), lives with his mother (Kareena Kapoor) and sister (Bhumika Chawla). The
former is a careless woman who couldn't care for her children. His sister is an irresponsible girl who falls for all kinds of boys. She marries her first love Gautam (Arjun Rampal), but the presence of her brother Chotu at their wedding creates problems between them. Later, she meets Deepak (Akshaye Khanna), a young boy who was formerly orphaned and raised by his mother who works as typist.
She attempts to make her relationship with Deepak work, but Chotu is against this idea and tries to stop it. Angered by this, Bhumi chooses to leave her family and move to the USA. It's this separation that closes the door on their friendship and brings about a major change in their personality. Chotu becomes a victim of circumstances while his sister becomes a successful person who doesn't go back
home even for her father's funeral.

The movie was originally produced by Aditya Chopra, who was supposed to direct the movie as well along with his father Vinod Chopra. However, he backed out in 2002. Consequently, Vidhu Vinod Chopra decided to direct the movie and Akshaye Khanna was cast as the male lead. The music of this movie was given by Shantanu Moitra and Vishal Bhardwaj and lyrics of which were penned by
Javed Akhtar. The music of this movie was very famous and popular. Especially songs like "Tujhe Aa Ke Pukare" and "Yeh Humdum" were chartbusters. The soundtrack sold over 3million units in India alone and is the 4th highest selling Bollywood soundtrack album ever there, according to the Indian trade website Box Office India. Taran Adarsh of Bollywood Hungama rated the album 4.5 out of 5,
saying that "Music is the sensational element in YUVA". He appreciated Shantanu Moitra's music stating that "Shantanu Moitra proves his mettle yet again. Music lovers are bound to get carried away by the infectious tunes." Regarding Vishal Bharadwaj's portion of the soundtrack, he writes "Vishal Bharadwaj scores a hat-trick with YUVA... A major chunk of YUVA is dominated by the infectious
soundtrack and tuneful numbers".

The film opened to packed houses across India and abroad.
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